Mobile Apps for Events Features Guide
for iPad, iPhone and Android

What We Do
AppBurst builds mobile apps for the conference and event industry via our AppsForEvents service. We use your content and
branding—including custom colors schemes and graphics—and take care of the technical aspect, building engaging apps for
conferences, meetings, conventions, and any other type of event. Our solutions are available as native iPhone, iPad, and
Android apps, as well as a mobile web app optimized for Blackberry and Windows Phone and are compatible with nearly all
other devices.
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Features
Event Agenda
Everything your attendee needs to stay up to date, current, and
informed. Organized by day, track, category, augment the event
experience and allow attendees to build a personalized schedule by
favorting sessions and with direct calendar integration.

Event Sessions
Detailed screens for each session with all pertinent details and deep
linking to sub-sessions, speakers, moderators, documents, room
locations, live streams and more.

Speakers
Display a searchable directory listing of speakers organized
alphabetically, by speaker type, or any other criteria. Include speaker
biographies, contact information, Twitter, LinkedIn profiles and more.
Relevant sessions are also linked automatically.

Surveys
Session, speaker, and exhibitor-specific surveys, star ratings,
multiple choice, sliding scale, and more. Receive near
real-time results in the AppBurst Dashboard and export
data as needed. Read More

Exhibitors
Detailed exhibitor pages where users may send an inquiry,
view company bios and contact information, as well as
download marketing materials. Read More

--

Interactive Maps

----

Enable attendees to plan their visit to the exhibit floor by
bookmarking booths, viewing information on exhibitors
directly on the map, and marking booths as visited.
Read More
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More Features

Read more about sponsorship
strategies on our

Sponsors
Want to generate revenue through sponsorships? Our mobile event
apps offer functionality for sponsor pages, ad bars, splash screens,
takeover ads, and more. Help pay for the cost of the app and even
generate profits for your company or organization.

Video Integration
Generate buzz about your event and organization by displaying a video
feed or include a welcome video as the app loads or a library of
educational videos and webcasts. AppBurst supports any live or archive
video platform that works on mobile devices including YouTube, Vimeo,
Limelight, and Vzarr. Organizers may upload videos directly through the
AppBurst Dashboard as well.

In-App File Sharing
View a wide range of files such as PDFs and Microsoft
Suite documents, with the ability to share via email or
social media with clients, co-workers, and colleagues.

Request a Demo
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BLOG

Live Polling

Have you ever wanted the ability to ask your audience
something you wanted their input on, in real time? As a
speaker, gathering your audience's input on your question is
now simple and quick. With live polling, answers are submitted
in real time within your app and results are shown instantly.
The presenter can then show the total submissions in a pie
chart or bar graph and users can see the results in the app.

Request a Demo
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Graphics
Don't have a graphic designer specializing in mobile graphics? No problem! We have a team
you can borrow. Have us design your app icon, splash screens, and more.
Read More

Push Notiﬁcations
Push messaging is an invaluable resource to communicate with attendees during the
event. Event organizers can notify users of last minute scheduling changes, promote
Push Message

specific sessions or exhibitors and even deep link the user directly to the specific content!
Read More

Manual Data Import
Inputting event data from a Word or Excel document is often the only option available,
but can be a time consuming process. Need help with the workload? We offer manual
data importing of event content at a budget-friendly hourly rate.
Read More
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Building Apps To Augment Events Worldwide
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Let us make you an awesome event app!

Reach us at: 561-847-3487
sales@appburst.com
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